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A lover’s recourse (After Roland Barthes)
Jee Leong Koh

Take heart and sing of love’s recourse: the river
is running from the river and still is the river.
A kiss in my bedroom and a kiss at the door.
The only French I speak: be swallowed by the river.
The cloudy pigeon, mutant dove, aches through the air,
nowhere safe to land, save the branches of the river.
You could not touch the other bank and so you thought,
a lake! It was never a lake. It was a river.
In the dark, flesh locates flesh with unerring instinct,
and fills in what it traced, the breathing map, the river.
Dragging for weeks his body for more than a body,
I hauled up a word—need, or was it, feet—from the river.
Someone advised Jee once to write what makes him sad.
She saw his whole life standing waistdeep in the river.

****

Say, mouth, what happened to the Riesling in the glass?
He kissed me twice. My tongue will not let go the glass.
The wanting hard, the losing, or the death of want:
to which catastrophe does your hand raise a glass?
His beautiful neck was strong as a piece of rope
by which he raised his head so slowly from his glass.
My hours are filled to the brim with his absence.
There is no more room for the elbow in the glass.
His torso poured a sparkling white into his legs
the way a bottle is intended for a glass.
The heart is finally a form of repetition.
We flip the body to restart the hourglass.
It’s time to shut up, Jee, and sink your nose in wine.
You don’t know yet the taste of drowning in a glass.
****
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Even the siren, pushing routine off the road,
must travel by the highway code to gain its road.
The campfire dimmed the school buildings round it.
The stack of wood, kerosene soaked, smelled of the road.
The east may ride the prospector into the west,
but night exchanges with the day a ring of road.
Flying from the gun, the bullet fired by the gun.
You try hard not to think of him while on the road.
The road that underwrites a way out of repeat,
when you look for it, looks like any other road.
He has become the small country you imagine
leaving behind. He is the country and the road.
The sea turns in your blood but your nose lives on land.
So drink up, Jee, drink up, and one more for the road.

****

Pull the drawstring to close the sea into a lake.
The sea is wild but one can walk around the lake.
This small country is famous for its new bird park.
Wings clipped, the pink flamingoes flower on the lake.
These birds of paradise are trimmed to map the walks
so that their solar flares direct you to the lake.
A naked flame is dangerous. Replace the candle
with an oriole and hang the lantern over the lake.
The eye sees everything else at a proper distance.
The weathered sign says fortyfive miles to the lake.
The lover stands in no location but his feet.
He is close to the lake. The lover is the lake.
To see flamingoes, flowers, flames as forms of sea,
you must strip to the skin and enter, Jee, the lake.

****
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God introduced himself to Adam with a finger.
All of Adam stumbled forth to meet in his finger.
My eyes are hooks but cannot hold his body’s hem.
If only I could get close and catch with my fingers.
What word can bottle the sweet crush of his mouth
when grapefruit spills down the bevel of my fingers?
If the animals are to be saved in seven pairs,
the ark will learn to count on human limbs and fingers.
Watch me, Dad, watch me. I can hold my breath in water,
my mouth plugged by a cock, my nose and ass by fingers.
Two civilizations meet at the island’s throat.
To my exterminator I bring a necklace of fingers.
Although Jee wishes for your arms to hold him close,
he will admit your fading hands, or jittery fingers.

****

I see I am the last man drinking in the bar.
I vowed I’d never be the last man in a bar.
The drag queens, the pickups, the daddies and their sons
heard the night calling, it’s time!, and left the bar.
The ugly gogo dancer with the monstrous schlong
has vanished with his wad of dollars from the bar.
Even Freddy is not coming back from his break
to pour last shots, drink up, and talk trash at the bar.
You’re lost. You’re lost to me. Happy or sad somewhere.
You do not think to think I’m waiting in a bar.
This music stabs and stops the heart. The line is flat
although the rhythm is still six beats to the bar.
I would kiss myself if I could. (Stop crying, Jee.)
If I knew how or why, my mouth would close the bar.

****
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The body drives so deeply in desire’s cave
I revel in abrading skin against the cave.
I see the image of my pain in glittering things,
carry the treasures off and stock them in a cave.
On equatorial beaches that were once a home
I did not build a castle but I dug a cave.
My hands reach out and see nothing in the dark.
I console my heart there is an end to cave.
A valley drops away. A plain levels us all.
I love the tallness of my singing in a cave.
Then I remember you, your wide mouth, your high head,
and I suffer again the suffering of the cave.
Why does this lover’s song always end with my name?
Why do you, Jee, count out your days inside a cave?

****

So soft his neck, so distant from the thought of stone,
I am appalled to see it pass into a stone.
That night swam for so long and slipped out of my hands.
Tonight it is as clear as fossil in the stone.
I come from a small country of large alterations,
where stone erects no memory for passing stone.
Somebody is fucking somebody in a corner.
Everybody juts as if released from stone.
Why have you come to kill this mutant, strong young man?
Hack off my head, and I will still turn flesh to stone.
There is a shiny slope in things that lie down flat.
In all coming and going speeds there is a stone.
He is not dead, I tell you, he is merely sleeping.
The rest of you move back. Jee, roll away the stone.

****
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Eternal recurrence in the figure of a ring.
Is it a wedding, planetary or circus ring?
A stone dropped in the water does not see the ripple.
A steeple struck by lightning does not hear bells ring.
On an abbey’s lawn I learned to make a daisy chain
from serious young men stretched out in a scattered ring.
I often think I moved my life to the wrong country.
The call is not for me whenever the phones ring.
These verses shifted round and round a vast white plain,
have been at times the dogs, the cattle, and the ring.
One thing leads to another, as one day the next,
but there are nights that huddle in a fiery ring.
Sick of the road, he sinks thankfully in a room
although too much, Jee thinks, is shut out of the ring.

****

The square root of minus money is a movie.
Applying for a green card is not a movie.
Marriage is between a woman and a man,
Miss USA replies, and smiles. This is a movie.
When the illegal dies in American detention,
his name becomes a number. This is not a movie.
The Terminator repeats, I’ll be back, and back
he comes to blast the baddies up. This is a movie.
The country I came from has crushed itself smaller
by banning citizen videos. This is not a movie.
Two men walk into the officers’ mess and shout,
We’re getting married, everyone! This is a movie.
Can’t stay but I’ll call you, a country promises.
Jee has been waiting since. This is not a movie.

****
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He thought, the sides are never constant in a door.
The side you cannot see is the back of the door.
Someone can get easily lost in this old house.
Take note: the closet mirror hides a secret door.
The apple wears its skin so well—I mean, so tight—
I cannot find the catch to open up the door.
In this great city, where you can sleep every night
with a different stranger, every bed unlocks a door.
The curtain goes up. An old man hunts for scissors.
This afternoon the silk won’t enter through the door.
All God’s saints know that waiting is an activity.
The day is marching round in a revolving door.
So he kissed you again at the bottom of the stairs.
How does a kiss nail a man, Jee, to the door?

****

The body is rather small but it is all the house
I have, and so I always travel with my house.
First man I fell in love with lived in ignorance.
We walked his dog when visiting his parents’ house.
I have dreamed all my life of living by the sea,
listening to the waves dissolving the stone house.
You said of your first love, we brought each other up.
I ached with homesickness because I heard the house.
I have objections to the institution of marriage.
I suspect efforts to turn love into a house.
Love is not a house. It is always on the move.
What does a lasso have in common with a house?
A long day runs its dog into the horizon.
Jee does not think a line can rise to be a house.

****
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A strand of natural pearls? More like a string of beads.
These verses, smoothed by sweat and prayer, are Dolor beads.
How many kisses have I threaded with his name!
How many beds have turned into a rack of beads!
The costume green was awful. Obscene was the heat
till it broke like a string, and the rain fell like beads.
The tightest cell is loosened by the smallest entrance.
The boy brushes past the curtain of colored beads.
You have been asked to guess the weight of the pig.
The answer can be found in mummy’s jar of beads.
The beads are pearls in this one sense: they irritate.
The brain scratches its ghostly grit and creams the beads.
What would you give these islanders, Jee, for a gift?
A mirror? A religion? Give them seven beads.

****

I close the door but the day climbs in through a window.
Other days long thought dead follow it through the window.
Mad with us—or with dad—you turned us out. We walked
and turned but could not see your face at the small window.
You wheeled your bike past the window, and Dad was home.
I circled, with metallic clicks, the five o’clock window.
The windows, grilled to baffle body, locked us out,
but a wire finger opened the door through a window.
To cut my losses I chalk round me an endless circle.
To stop the train from crashing in I close the window.
Inside the restaurant, I watched you hurry in,
watched you, first, through the window, then, without the window.
Jee gives his dad the name of love, his mum, of loss.
She closed the door on us but, Love, he cleaned the windows.

****
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Are the two men fighting or fucking on the bed?
Are they two men or one? Is that a bruise or bed?
After eating, he walked with me back to my room.
He flipped through my art books while sitting on my bed.
He eyed the twisting figures as I spoke of Bacon,
the carcass on the cross, the bloody mass in bed.
We drained the bottle of Bordeaux between us.
Our shoes removed, we met fully clothed in bed.
He stood up to go. He had to work tomorrow.
He does not sleep very well in a stranger’s bed.
My hands have painted this night scene from many angles
but have not grasped the violent figure in the bed.
In this manner he has taught Jee more about Bacon
than any body who had fucked him in his bed.

****

I am not surprised the demon’s name is Knife.
I am surprised he works like a fork, and not a knife.
Maddened with grief, a man applies a stick of butter
to the dry place in which he will insert his knife.
Another man, soft son to a hard father, slams
his daddy’s wife—his daddy’s ho—with his pig knife.
Demons are so theatrical, but so is love.
We overhear our whisper when we hold a knife.
The black ram will never wash white, no matter how
many hours the silk handkerchief rubs the knife.
You can shoot a man who sticks his head above the ridge
but you have to close in to kill him with a knife.
Some mornings liquefy into mud upon the touch.
The sun today stages for Jee a thousand knives.

****
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My bedroom turned into a mouth with your first kiss.
Then at the door, before you left, we kissed our kiss.
All I had in the house was yogurt and instant coffee.
They will have to do to substantiate our kiss.
What follows after the beginning of a theme
if not the complicating silence to our kiss.
Of the three light bulbs in the ceiling, two have blown.
I write to your mouth by the brightness of our kiss.
I’m cynical about love, you said, and the words
circled the contact of our heads and sliced off our kiss.
My friend, an accountant, asks, you saw him only twice?
But see the symmetry: only two dates may kiss.
Stay awake and keep watch, Jee, though the flesh is weak,
for Judas is returning with another kiss.

****

There is something double in me that loves a mirror.
I can tell its age only by looking in the mirror.
If you do not exist, I would have to invent you,
my rival, my accomplice, my envy, my mirror.
Not that the fire engine is anything like the fire,
but as the day is to the night, to me the mirror.
Sure you can handle me sleeping in your place again?
I hear him in your words. I see him in your mirror.
You look Chinese, black hair, brown eyes, smooth chin, and slim.
Right cannot be told from left—or wrong—in this mirror.
His first love was a Filipino priest in church,
Mine a white physicist. Our past is smoke and mirrors.
You speak so freely of a past I do not share.
Know you are in Jee’s looks, his eyes, his sights, his mirror.

****
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The wine has turned to water, then to vinegar.
The dumbest guest will know it to be vinegar.
Tell me you have not kissed another man since then.
May your mouth taste on every cock my vinegar.
A stone will eat better if seasoned in a sauce.
You let me dip my hunger in your vinegar.
I will say it plainly. My heart is very sore.
My head is swimming. I will write in vinegar.
I want to savor every dish served in the feast.
Why soak all, like the vulgar, in the vinegar?
A common proof of love, they say, is jealousy.
The Chinese thinks that rice invented vinegar.
Before and after hunger, a husband suffers thirst.
Sponge your mouth, Jee, and offer up some vinegar.

****

The slight curve intimates there is another shoe.
Where is the other shoe? Where is the other shoe?
The pier walks you to see the seals swimming in pairs.
They slip by on their flippers, are not stopped by shoes.
I will not settle down with less than beauty, so
I will go to bed night after night in my shoes.
It took me half a life to stumble onto land.
My feet, size nine, still pinch like brand new shoes.
There is a room in me, as there is one in you,
which admits only callers who remove their shoes.
An epic must advance foot by musical foot.
A lyric falls on the torn underpants and shoe.
How do I write about a pain you do not share?
You are not Jee though you blister in my shoes.

****
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It is not true that what ascends a flight of stairs
must reach a branch of stars. We too descend by stairs.
I was so wrong to think that lovers will make equals.
A step is higher—or else lower—on the stairs.
Eager to bring you home, I thought only of bed.
When you left me unsatisfied, I thought of stairs.
You leave me in a dark hallway smelling of shoes.
Does a kiss make a step? Two kisses make a stairs?
Last night I made out with two men, one black, one white.
Wrestling to top the other, we rolled down the stairs.
I’d rather walk a length of town than take a bus.
Do you prefer the elevator to the stairs?
Love, your voice answers from somewhere, faint, powerful:
Stop running, Jee. Stay for the night. Come up the stairs.

****

To the new temple built with stones the hue of pigeons,
I sacrifice these seven pairs of feral rock pigeons.
Three roads crisscross to form a rightangled park.
Scatter sunflower seeds and they will bring the pigeons.
Although you can line up your ducks all in a row,
the plastic crate has fewer holes than there are pigeons.
Not only to the ancients is a gift a claim.
You know I want too much in exchange for these pigeons.
Choose perfection of the life or of the work,
cries the large angel with a soft voice like a pigeon’s.
I pause on a small stage before a blank audience,
and pull from my white glove a charcoal black pigeon.
He does not wish to choose between a dove and a dove.
In Jee’s ribcage contracts the muscle of a pigeon.

****
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He has not called or written for more than a week.
Henry James, Master and Virgin, died this week.
How does this book, a biography, persist in being
when the biographer gave up his ghost last week?
Why did you hide your profile—mouth—on Match.com?
I texted only once, to ask, hw ws ur wk?
Henry James wrote Hendrik Andersen many letters:
rare, correspond, vibrations, prompt, neglect, once, weeks.
I should have written, stupid fuck, hw ws ur dy?
and now it is far too late to revise that wk.
I masturbated every night before I slept.
Meaning: I have been a virgin this whole week.
Last time he wrote on Facebook, Happy Birthday, Jee,
I could have given up poetry. If he writes this week . . .

****

When asked your place or mine, meaning host or guest,
I always choose to travel and become a guest.
The good hosts in The Odyssey throw a great feast
and fantasies are grateful answers from the guest.
The old professor bought a house in New Hope.
He has invited me to be his weekend guest.
A beautiful book about ugly people, you wrote.
No, not ugly, but weak. Nick “Indecisive” Guest.
You are so right to fear my suitors for your heart.
I will consume your house. I am the constant guest.
There are house rules for a vacation orgasm.
After I play the host, I want to play the guest.
Sometimes Jee is Odysseus, sometimes Penelope.
The Indoeuropean root makes us host and guest.

****
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Digging in a bed of guilt, I grow marvelous flowers.
The trowel studies hard the language of the flowers.
The man, a teacher, had not been touched for a month.
I fingerfucked his ass while looking at the flowers.
My ass would like to think a knotted rope of hemp
does not injure the flesh much more than do flowers.
Love is a luxurious hurt and a limited choice.
I’m sorry, dear. Please forgive me. I brought you flowers.
This week I train hard to transform ghazals to gazelles,
to flaunt this handicap: fortynine names of flowers.
At four, the windows black, I labor to sit still
and listen to the sap rising, and then the flowers.
Look at him, read his poem, or Jee will disappear.
God looked hard and where his looks fell, there were flowers.

****

I am a stone. I am a weir. I am my teeth.
You are a hiss. You are a fin. You are your teeth.
The thought of tying you to the bed makes me stiff.
Your bleeding mouth denounces all my bloody teeth.
My jaw muscles clamp up when I sing or yawn
because in downy sleep I grind and grind my teeth.
I was not given a vote at my mutant birth.
Inside my juicy kisses hide my carving teeth.
There is always a shred of humor in the monstrous.
There is a bone of laughter cracked between the teeth.
I have been working out to build up muscle mass
but they say you can tell a good horse by its teeth.
Many men compliment Jee on his sweet smile.
They do not stay for long. I have my father’s teeth.

****
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My horse is massive white. My flag is also white.
The star I wear inside my chest is flaming white.
First love, the physicist, went by the name of Strange.
He will still be a stranger when my hair turns white.
How do you like your eggs? Sunny side up, please.
The slurpy yellow set off by the crispy white.
Allergic to flowers, he hangs photographs of lilies.
His rooms are painted green. I remember them as white.
You know the magazine by its blood red frame.
You know the men you open up have skin called white.
They sailed back after noon with bass and fluke and blue.
We tasted the Atlantic, flesh so sweet and white.
To apprehend every multicolored flickering thing,
refract, Jee, through two densities the passing white.

****

You look into a stone and see its early fire.
You look into a fire and all you see is fire.
The reason that we saw each other only twice
is that I have no hands to thrust into the fire.
Time is a river. That is if you are a fish.
If you are a sunflower, time is a fire.
We do not ever know what the gods want of us.
Perhaps that is why we compare them to fire.
A charred library is sadder than a pile of ash.
A body catches but it does not cage a fire.
Saying it makes no difference to the universe
but when did saying anything put out a fire?
Sick of analogies, Jee wants the thing itself.
What are you, Love, when you are not a fire?

****
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The strongarmed angel left and leaves behind a wound
that tears the heart but looks nothing like a wound.
Sometimes I am so satisfied to be a man,
I forget to raise the colors and salute my wounds.
Ejaculating, the soldiers grip the other tight.
They know that pulling out will open up the wound.
Daubing a hurt with yellow medicine, my mother
minted a gold coin of the skin. I hoard these wounds.
The world, holding so many things, so many nothings,
is best represented by the body and its wounds.
When I think I can live with being queer all my life,
a morning happens, and the scar unlocks the wound.
Increscunt animi, virescit volnere vitus, Jee.
Spirits increase, and vigor grows, through a wound.

****

I shuddered, surprised, when you took me in your mouth.
It was as if you took my cock and not my mouth.
A shudder is a premonition of suffering
before surrendering to the pleasure of your mouth.
The soft nothing of it! A cotton shirt against the skin.
Don’t tear away the gag of body from my mouth.
My feet may know the joy of traveling miles and miles.
My mouth prefers to loiter—totter—in your mouth.
A needle’s eye is not made for a needle’s eye
but your mouth tugs a thread and closes tight my mouth.
I have not yet described the treasure of your tongue.
I think my mouth will keep it secret in your mouth.
Jee was so ready for a ravishment and you
were most ravishing when you pulled out of my mouth.

****
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Stop making a big scene about your broken heart.
Put it back in your pants, the soft and weepy heart.
If history is a roll call of military men,
the actor marches at its head, banging on his heart.
I am unmoved by daily pictures of the dead.
A poet sings of toads and strikes straight at my heart.
A porn star has nothing on me when it comes to pumping
the last reluctant drop of pleasure from the heart.
Was Sade outrageous about a turkey and a pope?
No more than fucking up a surgeon with a heart.
To be a pastry chef, witch doctor or double agent,
you have to be well versed in the perverted heart.
The obscene is a view Jee finds congenital.
Between a poem’s legs is found a poet’s heart.

****

I pluck my theory of winter from the violin.
A lot of love is cold, so sings the violin.
You can as soon induce a law from idioms
as learn to bow by listening to a violin.
Last night the world fell back a step and bared its teeth.
A god was humoring a mortal violin.
If two French kisses do not constitute a proof,
then neither is a violin a violin.
To press my body weight past the point of failure.
To be stringed up and played like a violin.
A trumpet is a hunter. A bassoon buffoon.
What human violations sound the violin?
So many things inspire Jee to sing but you
transform desire’s voice into a violin.

****
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This house has no landline. It has two mobile phones.
Face almost touching face, we speak as on the phone.
My ears are losing your dear voice. You have not called.
Text messaging has nothing to do with a phone.
What tragedy can be averted, and what poetry,
if Romeo could get Juliet on the phone.
Last April Dad was diagnosed with COPD.
Freud liked to listen but he did not like the phone.
Once with a novelist, once with a lab technician,
I stroke my cock to their instructions on the phone.
We now suffer a vague continuous anxiety.
We do not lose but are always losing the phone.
You know the question when midnight abruptly rings.
Don’t panic, Jee. It’s only me, Death, on the phone.

****

I miss my train and end my travels in a station.
I cannot ride the whistling wind out of the station.
He had a feeling for vast things that come and go.
He came from a small country with one train station.
Today, like yesterday, work will be riding the train
from Woodside to the river, passing Bliss Street Station.
The 7 train rattles my window at all hours.
A window is not a station. A window is a station.
My poems, I realize, have a penchant for definitions.
A definition is a small halt at a brief station.
I could compare my life to many awful things.
How else to wait out the long wait at the last station?
Wait, Jee, though the winds blow hard at this elevation.
One summary action will consecrate this station.

****
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Morning I sat in bed and opened up a book,
put it down, picked another, put down a fourth book.
Iowa decides for gay marriage today.
So proud of his home state, he writes on Facebook.
The sun is shining but I am in shadow here.
The bulk has fallen from the binding of the book.
What can I say to you? How will you take my words?
The real question: how does alone advance our book?
There was too little to begin with. (Or too much.)
Two dates are not enough for writing a good book.
That is the lesson of the sun. Except the nights
instruct me how to press the sun into my book.
Because I dare not tell you, Love, what possesses Jee,
my heart has written up my suffering in a book.

****

I was so proud to keep my garden free of gold
but creeping age has grown a stout regard for gold.
This distribution of the sun to those in want
I will compare to semen sooner than to gold.
Imagine my dismay, whenever I dream of you,
your desert image bellows with the horn of gold.
Late Monet glazed the painting of his garden path
with vegetable yellows and not with varnished gold.
When I am gone, bury me in a twist of myrrh.
Don’t burn my body or my heart will show your gold.
My hands have learned to work in music, taste and scent.
Adorable, teach me to work also in gold.
The painting, finished, signed in the right corner, Jee,
will gather in the radiant godhead all the gold.

****
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While I was scratching my name in the sand with a stick,
she said there are more than two ends to every stick.
In family altars, red and dark and permanent,
every stone urn insisted on an incense stick.
Modest by European standards the concert hall
flew me to the New World on a waving stick.
I was good at school and so I got the carrot.
The dumb, the willful and the odd, they got the stick.
Tramping up and down Lake Windermere with her,
our hands cut from the wind a sturdy walking stick.
Despite the sweat, nothing grew in the parade square
except the sun, the lapses and the swagger stick.
Nothing must move or you are out, Jee, of the game
when you reduce the growing clutter stick by stick.

****

To build a house entirely made up of tiles
and to retain it after losing all the tiles.
Terrazzo. Linoleum. Parquet. Ceramic. Glass.
It is so hard to settle on one kind of tiles.
To enter paradise from Calat Alhambra
requires following the pattern in the tiles.
The proudest thing I have done for my father’s house
is to replace the PVC with marble tiles.
He brings his body to the edge, and then turns back
to lay another fired tile by the first tiles.
A beach can be a grave but cannot be a house.
No reason, Sea, to line your mouth with fallen tiles.
If union is impossible, contact has to do.
An orchard, Jee, may grow from juxtaposing tiles.

****
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Among the ways to take a good look at a tree,
the best is to lie down and look up at a tree.
I can no more hold you by naming qualities
than sacred names etched in the bark possess the tree.
All that I touch of you are touches and not you.
A torn branch does not make the tree less of a tree.
Your life—your speed—moves independently of mine.
Looking elsewhere does not hasten or slow the tree.
Being is your glory, which no one can take from you,
unless they take you down, for burial, from the tree.
The angel of despair, the demon of desire,
the many leaves that flutter on an unmoving tree.
Jee, lay your anguish on the ground and look up.
The tree. The sky. The tree. The sky held by the tree.

****

I read fulfillment, and my mouth is filled with honey.
His cock spooned down my throat enormous gulps of honey.
So many nights surveyed the country from afar.
The settlement mornings deepened from milk to honey.
The man I lived with for a year laughs after he comes.
So much excitement, he thinks, for so little honey.
Every day I drink seven cups of instant coffee.
A cough catches my throat, I drink hot water and honey.
My soul will study hard the satisfaction scriptures.
The beaver will build dams. The bee will make honey.
Give him excess, for nothing quite exceeds like it.
Push past the point of honey, there pours still more honey.
Push past the point of honey, Jee, come on the hive,
the humming work, the stings, the wings, the hunk of honey.

****
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Deep in your words, you realize you are your own father,
and son, beloved, lover, but most of all a father.
About this man whose kisses are fading from my mouth
I write, and make him up as if I were his father.
When she conceived of God, Mary composed a hymn.
Jesus’ mother yipped when fucked by James’s father.
The man, a big Broadway producer, spreads my ass.
I think of sitting on the shoulders of my father.
That these poems will not resuscitate the past
does not stop me from writing once upon a father.
The bitter truth is this: I write alone at home.
Here is no lover or beloved or son or father.
Here lies a man who sowed his words among the thorns.
No other children in the park will call Jee father.

****

No tropical undergrowth has stepped into a grove
but I think our second date is a kind of grove.
After the hours made love, they put on their shoes.
They are not allowed to reenter the grove.
The animals of thought are sacrificed to it.
My hands empty bowls of semen round the grove.
Repeat a word of power, like a ritual bird,
until the nonrepeatable comes from the grove.
When my body forces in between the trees,
it finds another place—a beach—and not the grove.
Before they piss, they ask forgiveness of the trees.
The soldiers know the nameless thing done in the grove.
Love is the name Jee gives to what cannot be named,
now is the time, and where he worships springs a grove.

****
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In the cloister, in the Temple of the Sacred Fountain,
a monk is scooping up dead pigeons from the fountain.
Sick of the void, they grew a body round the heart
after they had devised a garden round the fountain.
Quiet evenings change the body to an aqueduct,
the phallus celebrating the stonework a fountain.
Night has come; now all fountains speak more loudly,
so Nietzsche writes, and my soul, too, is a fountain.
The reason a woman brings her buckets to a well
is the same reason swimmers embrace by a fountain.
The sound of my poems may be compared to a well’s
but I would like to think they glitter like a fountain.
Jee, you may quarry from the sun the finest stone.
A form, without love’s pressure, does not make a fountain.

****

Enclosed in the unstamped envelope of my skin
a seven page essay on the beauty of your skin.
My hands cannot surprise and so tickle my soles.
Miracles have to come from outside of my skin.
If one spear misses, number two will find its mark.
The scalp is but another name for human skin.
You have heard the unceasing roar of waterfalls.
You have not heard the volume of unbroken skin.
The state of Earth is not more softly draped with air
than this man’s testicles are swaddled with his skin.
I grow hardest from making a man groan with pleasure,
from diving naked in and rippling through the skin.
As for your cock, Jee won’t address its voiceless suit
until he has declared his force inside your skin.

****
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So happy to find anima in animal,
as if you are ashamed of being an animal.
Man is as far from animal as love from lust,
the distance measured in units of animal.
How quickly I give up philosophy in bed!
As envy is to monster, joy is animal.
The mind thinks, he would call if he were not so busy.
I love you. Why don’t you love me? cries the animal.
Asked to explain in one page what makes a great man great,
the boy turned in one phrase, esprit de l’animal.
A strong man stands behind every successful state.
Behind every strong idea lurks an animal.
The Chinese zodiac says, Jee, you are a dog.
It’s wrong. You are ringmaster of the animals.

****

You smell your fault as readily as you hear a bell.
Ignorance rings a school bell, ego a church bell.
The loop of wire moves along the twist of wire.
Steady your hand or desire will sound the bell.
I ache for the beautiful young men I pass on streets.
They do not know they are beautiful bronze bells.
Out of the party chatter rises a cathedral.
My tongue keeps ringing my head that is the bell.
He has heard of, but has not heard, the onehand clap.
He has tapped many bodies but has not heard the bell.
I hope perfection does not lie in quietness.
A poet builds his house in the fading of a bell.
The fading is a fault but silence is an itch.
Most unendurable, Jee, is the unrelenting bell.

****
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If I should die today, the world has still its sun
and nothing is, I think, less mournful than the sun.
What is this world? A ship or a shiptearing rock?
And does the lighthouse look anything like the sun?
We met both times at night, on clear but starless nights.
I have not seen—may never see—you in the sun.
As far as poems are from person, or as near,
so far and near revolve the planets round the sun.
Because I have seen it since I first could see,
I think I know—poor fool!—the power of the sun.
I would hold you with such a warm and bright import
that you can say, when I am gone, he was my sun.
The source, the means and the effect combined in one:
these poems rise, Jee, with the rising of the sun.

****

To dream of union is to dream the world in words,
the multifarious world conferring with two words.
Pick up a fragment of the world, let’s say, a stone,
and feel the heart—hard and soft—in the fist of words.
Lean on a week as you would on a walking stick
and learn the long and short of timetravel in words.
When a backdoor is pried open and shows a cave,
do you go in or stay out of the house of words?
You know the ups and downs of falling deep in love.
You know the stairs, that flowering tree, are made from words.
The road is for the wound. The knife is for the shoes.
The poem unites in time two dislocated words.
God breathed into Adam and gave him life at once.
You kissed Jee twice, first on his mouth, then on these words.

****
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The summer does not hold on to love and it has love.
I would release him but what is holding me back? Love.
Shooting his load, the young monk keeps his eyes open.
Tell him, what is the white bird in the window? Love.
As Monet lost his eyes, his hands grew more abstract.
What brushed the water lilies, loss or love? Love.
The banks don’t hide a wish to hold the river up.
If power builds a dam, what will a dam build? Love.
When Henry James wrote, “You have time. You are young. Live!”
what do you think the Master mean? The man means love.
Last night my ex fucked me as if it were our first.
What do we share when we don’t share a house? Love.
Jee, the unlikely initial of God, you hope
so much for Paul, so much for Paul you hope for love.

********

These ghazals, some in earlier versions, were first published in the following journals:
Cimarron Review: “Take heart and sing of love’s recourse: the river”
Common Knowledge: “Pull the drawstring to close the sea into a lake,” “Say, mouth, what happened to the Riesling in the
glass,” “It is not true that what ascends a flight of stairs,” “The body is rather small but it is all the house” and “I miss my
train and end my travels in a station”
Glass: “I see I am the last man drinking in the bar” and “In the cloister, in the Temple of the Sacred Fountain”
Mixed Nerve: “If I should die today, the world has still its sun” and “To dream of union is to dream the world in words”
PN Review: “I look into a stone and see its early fire,” “Among the ways to take a good look at a tree,” “You smell a fault as
readily as you hear a bell,” “I close the door but the day climbs in through the window” and “He thought, the sides are never
constant in a door”
Poetzine: “God introduced himself to Adam with a finger,” “The square root of minus money is a movie” and “Morning I sat
in bed and opened up a book”
Qarrtsiluni: “So soft his neck, so distant from the thought of stone” and “When asked your place or my place, meaning host or
guest” (“When asked your place or mine, meaning host or guest”)
Raintown Review: “I pluck my theory of winter from the violin”
Shit Creek Review: “Digging in a bed of guilt, I grow marvelous flowers”
Walnut Literary Review: “I am a stone. I am a weir. I am my teeth,” “My bedroom turned into a mouth with your first kiss”
and “She says there are more than two ends to every stick” (“While I was scratching my name in the sand with a stick”).
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